U.S. pulls citizens out of Lebanon

Associated Press

WASHINGTON - The White House said today some U.S. embassy personnel have been evacuated from Beirut temporarily because of "unsustained conditions." Presidential spokesman Larry Speakes refused to say how many people had been evacuated but did say that the U.S. ambassador, Reginald Bartholomew, remains at his post.

"We continue to be concerned about the safety of our official personnel in Lebanon," Speakes said. "We are taking action when we deem it necessary."

"At the moment, we have moved some embassy personnel out of Beirut as a temporary measure because of the current unsustained conditions in East Beirut. The embassy is functioning, but with a limited staff. The ambassador remains at his post. We will not get into numbers for security reasons."

At the State Department, spokesman Edward Djerejian said the United States was concerned about recent developments in Lebanon challenging the authority of the Gemayel government.

He reiterated: "We support the sovereignty and territorial integrity of Lebanon and we support the efforts of the central government under President Gemayel to restore security over all Lebanese territory."

Djerejian would not say where he was named Communist Party chairman.

It's finally arrived!

Spring break, that is. Today marks the beginning of the long awaited week-long vacation that will find Notre Dame and Saint Mary's students spread all over the country, with a heavy concentration located in Florida. These two left yesterday to get an early start on those tans.

By ELIZABETH FLOR

American studies major from Clark, New Jersey, has goals of improved student reception as well as providing an alternative to local radio stations.

"Because I was one of the few vocal critics this year, I have often talked about possible solutions to our problems. Now that I am in a position to do something about them and with enthusiasm and vigor, I am attacking the problems head-on," Daniel said.

Daniel, who has been assistant manager/program director for WSND for 1985-86, believes, has goals of improved student reception as well as providing an alternative to local radio stations.

"It isn't true that I don't trust anyone under 70," Reagan quipped, whether he knew if the new Soviet president was "in a different frame of mind" than in the past. Its representatives have returned to the negotiating table out of a realization that they must compete with America's strength, Reagan said.

"I don't think there is any evidence that he is less dominated by their system, their philosophy, than any of the others," Reagan said of the 54-year-old Gorbachev, who was named Communist Party chair-

Annual jazz festival attracts college bands across country

Special to The Observer

America's longest running Collegiate Jazz Festival comes again to Notre Dame April 12 and 13 when 16 musical groups compete for the approval of a panel of noted jazz practitioners.

The student-run event in Stepan Center attracts major groups from several of the nation's colleges and this year will feature the Airmen of Note from the United States Air Force Academy as the guest band. Other participants are Notre Dame Band, American Conservatory of Music Combo, Massachusets Institute of Technology Big Band, Capital University Trio and the University of Massachusetts (Amherst Band), all performing at the Friday session beginning at 7:30 p.m. A highlight of this evening is the "Jugger Jam" which begins at approximately 11:30 p.m. and continues through early Saturday.

Saturday afternoon's session, beginning at 1, will feature performances by Ohio State Big Band, Michigan State Big Band, Notre Dame Band, Fredonia Big Band, and the Airmen of Note. The top two high school bands will perform between 6:30 and 7:30 p.m. at the Friday session.

Dan Morganstein, nationally known jazz writer and critic, will return for his 15th festival. He will be joined in the judge's box by saxophonist Jimmy Heath, pianist Kenny Barron, and the Airmen of Note. The top two high school bands will perform between 6:30 and 7:30 p.m.

Correction

Because of a reporting error, a quote in a front-page Observer article yesterday was incorrectly attributed. Statements concerning the Notre Dame student activity fee were from a spokeswoman for Father David Tyson, vice president for student affairs, not from Tyson himself.
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A bomb blast ripped through a restaurant in Guadalajaran, Wednesday, killing a woman as she ate lunch with her family and wounding 11 other people. Police said four of the wounded were Americans from a cruise ship. It was the third bombing in five days on the French Caribbean island. The wave of violence began just before the first stage of local elections last Sunday. There was no immediate claim of responsibility for the explosion shortly after midnight. Le Cafe restaurant in central Point-A-Pitre, the island's largest city. -AP

Some passengers and crew probably would have survived the crash of a test aircraft in the California desert in December, even though the engine engulfed by a massive fireball. But the FAA, after analyzing film footage of the cabin's last moments, has concluded that people in the plane would have been able to escape, officials said.
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Serve in Appalachia
Appalachia...a region of stark contrasts. You find God's most beautiful scenery, surrounding an area of abject poverty and despair. Catholics and volunteer a week this summer in exchange for memories to enrich the rest of your life. You'll experience firsthand an action-reaction life, by bringing practical help and hope to the poor people of Appalachia.

For more information and an application, see....
Support the March of Dimes
See sunnier skies
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The story of Trump Troxail and his letters from a jailcell

Bob Vonderheide
Editor-in-chief

Every editor, at least once, has a right to get sentiment al. Today I am sentiment al.

Four years ago, as a freshman, I began losing sleep to write for this publication. This year I have served as editor-in-chief in what truly has been a remarkable challenge and often overwhelming experience. Today is my last day here, it will be Sarah Hamilton, not me, to whom Father Griffin will quote Shakespeare when he comes up on Thursday night to pick up his column.

"Ugly lies the head that wears a crown," Father told me, "but I have always been accused of being a precious commodity broke. I agreed.

Sarah will have many opportunities for triumph and defeat in the next 12 months, I wish her nothing but the best.

But I am not writing now to seek sympathy for the imperfections that now and then creep upon our pages. I want to share a story about another kind of challenge -

about the challenge of words - a message related by the story of Trump (his nickname) Troxail.

Trump is a prisoner at the Indiana State Prison who has two years left in his sentence. He is poor. He spends his days writing letters to newspapers asking for help, but others cannot mail the letters because he has no money.

In January of 1984, Trump wrote me: "...I wanted to know if you would print an add in your paper for me and I don't have any money at all to pay you with! After that last line, if you decide to read on knowing that there's nothing in this for you, then what I wanted you to do was put my name in your paper and see if someone would write to me!"

We printed Trump's name and address in the classified ads section. I mailed him a copy and wished him good luck. Several days later, another letter from Trump arrived.

"Hi Bob," he wrote with his red pen on his yellow paper. "Thanks a lot for your help guy! I can't tell you just what it meant to me. You said in your letter that if you could be of any further assistance to let you know. Well, I just wanted to let you know that I'd like to ask you. I hope that you won't think I'm just trying to get over on you because I'm not. It's just that the first person who's ever wrote me back and even cared that I'm interested in helping me or even cared.

Trump then took two pages to ask me for a black-and-white Emerson TV. He said he saw one listed in a Sears catalog for $58. "I thought maybe you could add another room for me and see if anyone who would donate just a little bit to get me a TV," he wrote. "I hope you don't think bad of me for asking that Bob. There just wasn't any one else I could ask. If you think it would do any good then please do it for me! if not then that's OK. Nothing gained, nothing lost."

Trump's letter was touching, but I set it aside. Three days later, Trump's final letter to me arrived.

"It's me again," he wrote. "I'm writing this time to say that I'm sorry. I had no right what so ever to ask you to do what I did in my last let ter, please forgive me OK? I was just being selfish man. After I mailed the letter, I thought, ah just let it ride and he won't do anything about the letter and in awhile after all be forgotten, but my insides just wouldn't leave me alone, so I had to write this letter to you and say that I'm sorry."

I never heard from Trump again, and he never heard from me. From his prison cell, Trump calls out to world with words in a way just as graceful as Steinbeck or Hemingway. He is 3-getting stripped of money, friends, and hope. And yet it is his conscience that nags at him, and nags at him to write these words in a way that will never be very far from the art of writing words.

What was that noise? The incredible roaring sound you may have noticed yesterday afternoon was only a necessary step in the installation of a new steam line, a spokesman for the power plant said. The "roar," which lasted approximately half an hour, was caused by the process used to clean the line. -AP

In Brief

Vanessa Williams, forced to relinquish her Miss America crown for appearing nude in a men's magazine, is now pictured in dresses, blouses and skirts as a model for a mail-order house. Williams, 21, appears in 5,638 million copies of the Royal Silk Catalog, in an advertisement to be published in Self magazine, said company Vice President Gerald Pike. Williams, of Smithfield, Va., is a Miss America winner and a native American to give up the title and the first black woman to win it. Shortly after she stepped down last fall, Royal Silk contacted her for its celebrity model series. Pike said Pike said Williams earned "in the five figure range." -AP

The Observer is published Monday through Friday and on home football Saturdays, except during exam and vacation periods. The Observer is a member of The Associated Press. All reproduction rights are reserved.
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Spring break.

Events for students visiting the Fort Lauderdale area next week during spring break.

Chimes, Saint Mary's literary magazine, reflects the thoughts of students in print, according to faculty advisor Max Wester.

Chimes features stories and poems annually in late April. "We tried to shy away from formal essays," said Wester, also an English professor. "This is an imaginative, creative journal, not at all scholarly."

Chimes accepts literary submissions from everywhere, including Notre Dame students and the South Bend community. Even former Saint Mary's English major wrote for Chimes, though she is not presently professional writers. "They're really good," commented Wester. He also added Saint Mary's students are given priority for publishing their work.

With 12 student editors, Chimes is led by Anne Posega, Peggy Punket, and Kiley Moran in literature, and Pam Fink in art.

Chimes is not only financed by the English department, but is connected to the art department. Drawings and photography compose one-fourth of the magazine.

According to Wester, advisor to Chimes for 11 years, the literary magazine "coasts" for 30 to 40 years. "Chimes is something that I'm really proud of... it's quality material with a lot of professionalism," Wester said.

Wester said unlike The Observer and "Scholastic," "Chimes truly represents what students are thinking on this campus."

Submissions can be sent to Chimes, 310 Madeleva Hall.

ND-SMC Alumni Plan

Florida Break Activities

Special to The Observer

Alumni officials of Notre Dame and Saint Mary's will team up with Student Activities Board members in planning a weeklong schedule of events for students visiting the Fort Lauderdale area next week during spring break.

The two schools plan to repeat many of the popular activities instituted last year during the preceding-break cooperative effort of University and community agencies.

The mobile office of the Notre Dame alumni group will be located once again near the Sheraton Yankee Trader Hotel. An information board listing activities for students and scores of sporting events will be located here, as well as a message exchange service and a Watts telephone line where students may make calls to parents.

Students will join alumni in a St. Patrick's Day parade, and job interviews with Florida area employers have been arranged. Other activities include a dinner boat cruise on the inter-coastal waterway and a snorkel boat expedition to Key Largo.

Regular classes may be over by May 20, but they will be just beginning for 50 students who attend the Redbud Summer Workshop near Buchanan, Michigan.

Sponsored by Saint Mary's Art Department, the two-week camp is open to any student from Saint Mary's or Notre Dame. The camp offers different workshops, including drawing and painting, mixed-media printmaking, photography and field biology.

The summer workshop, coordinated by Giovanna Sandusky, will offer the students a unique opportunity to broaden his or her concept of nature in relation to work in a chosen area. The workshop will also provide experience for students to live and work together throughout the two weeks.

Because of the intensity, the equivalent of a semester's work in one subject will be completed for three credits, according to Bill Sansdals of Saint Mary's Art Department.

No prerequisites are necessary, but enrollment for each class will be limited to 10 students. Applications, which are available from the art department in Moreau Hall, must be received by April 26-28.
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New witness reopens subway shooting case

Associated Press

NEW YORK - A "mystery witness" will testify before a second grand jury that will consider further charges against Bernard Goetz for shooting four youths on a subway, a prosecutor said Wednesday.

District Attorney Robert Morgenthau also said he had offered to protect and relocate the family of one of the wounded youths if he would testify before the panel, but the offer was refused.

A grand jury in January refused to indict Goetz for attempted murder and charged him instead with illegally possessing a weapon. But on Wednesday a judge gave Morgenthau permission to resubmit the case to a second panel.

"I don't know of any way of putting new evidence in before a grand jury without a witness," the prosecutor said Wednesday. "And we intend for the witness to remain a mystery."

Morgenthau said the offer of protection was made last week to Troy Canty, 18, and Canty's mother in a meeting with the district attorney's office.

"She didn't buy it, and I can't say I blame her," Morgenthau said of Mrs. Canty.

More than 50 letters containing death threats arrived at the Canty home after the youth's lawyer, Howard Meyer, indicated Canty might be willing to tell a grand jury about the Dec. 22 subway shooting, the prosecutor said.

"She's a working woman with five other kids, and she's concerned about maybe losing her job or other problems," Morgenthau said.

He said he did not make similar offers to the other three teenagers, Barry Allen, James Ramseur and Daniel Cabey. Allen and Ramseur have said through lawyers that they would testify only if they received immunity from prosecution. Cabey, the most seriously wounded of the youths, was paralyzed from the waist down and suffered brain damage.

Goetz, 37, a self-employed electronics engineer, said he believed the youths were going to rob him when they approached him and asked him for $5. Canty said they were trying to panhandle the $5 for video games.

After the first grand jury met, officials released tape recordings in which Goetz said he fired a second shot at one of the four youths after telling him, "You don't look too bad; here's another."

Mark Baker, one of Goetz's lawyers, said he might ask an appeals court to bar the new grand jury from convening. He also said he might ask a panel to act, then file a challenge if it indicted Goetz on additional charges

Asked for Goetz's response to the development, Baker said, "His reaction is, his lawyers will handle it. He's developed an attitude where he accepts things as they happen and trusts his attorneys to deal with them."

Former FBI agent admits to drug deals

Associated Press

MIAMI - A former FBI agent who had gone undercover to spy on drug smugglers pleaded guilty yesterday to three counts of drug trafficking. He said he became a narcotics dealer while working for the bureau and made $950,000 selling cocaine.

Dan Mitrione Jr., 38, faces up to 45 years in federal prison and fines totaling $2.6 million, or about three years in federal prison and fines totaling $2.6 million.

Mitrione, an FBI agent since 1972, is the son of a former police chief of Richmond, Ind., who was killed in 1970 by guerillas in Uruguay while working for the Agency for International Development. The father's story was later depicted in a fictionalized account in the movie "State of Siege."

This sad case illustrates our relentless determination to police our ranks," said FBI director William Webster in a statement released in Washington.

When Mitrione fell under suspicion, "an immediate and thorough investigation was started leading to the criminal charges filed against him today," Webster said.

Mitrione was placed in the custody of the U.S. Marshal's Service following yesterday's hearing. The service declined to say where he would be taken.

On March 6, 1983, the documents say, Mitrione witheld and sold 42 kilograms of a 2.25 kilogram cocaine shipment he was supposed to seize.

Age indifference

Robin and William Christy, right, decide that the best way of passing time waiting for the bus is a little indulgence in each other. The elderly man at the left, however, prefers a daily newspaper while waiting in downtown Pittsburgh.

Alaskan King Crab Legs.
$3.95 with any entree.

They're selling like hot cakes: Alaskan King Crab Legs at Red Lobster. Come in right now and get a half pound of steaming crab legs for just $3.95 when you order any entree. Crack open the shell and you'll find tender, succulent meat that's sweet and delicious.

But our special is only running for a limited time. So hurry in. And get them while they're hot.

Red Lobster
201 W. McKinley Mishawaka
256-1566

*approximate weight before cooking
As the Geneva talks open, both sides will be speaking for months without clear results. But the U.S. chief negotiator, Max Kampelman, and Soviet negotiator, Max Lerner, who talked endlessly with the Russians at Madrid, is a veteran at outwitting them.

Brother Benedict praises the courage of the Plowshares Eight. But in the struggle to overturn what many activists would rather use explosives for, the radical activists have made a last-ditch effort to stop the nuclear arms race, not only how to stop offensive missiles, not only how to stop offensive missiles, not only...
Sports Briefs

The Bookstore Basketball XIV field is now complete at 560 teams. There will be a mandatory captain's meeting on Sunday, March 31, at 1:15 p.m. to 2:30 p.m. in the Library Auditorium. Tournament action kicks off on April 9 with the Hall of Fame game. The Observer

Think you're a better ref than those in the big Ten? Perhaps you would like to refer for Non-Varsity Athletics and the Bookstore basketball tournament. If so, call Mike Dunn at the NVA office (239-6400). Previous experience is preferred but not necessarily required. - The Observer

A scuba-diving class is being sponsored by NVA. Anyone who is interested in this six week course should attend a meeting on Tuesday, March 26, at 6:30 p.m. in room 218 of the Rockne Memorial Building. - The Observer

Professional wrestling is coming to Stepan Center. The MS Drive presents World Federation "Wrestlemania," a closed-circuit broadcast live from Madison Square Garden on Sunday, March 31 at 1 p.m. Tickets are on sale now at the Gate 10 ticket office. P.S. The ACC and Rock du Lac. All proceeds go to Multiple Sclerosis. - The Observer

You Can Buy This Baby A Lifetime!

Support March of Dimes

Classifieds

NOTICES

TYING CALL CINDT 255-6807

EXPERT TYING 277-8507

WORKING ORDERS AND TYING 277-0607

EXPERT TYING SERVICE. CALL MRS. CUKER, 233-7966

TYING AND WORKING ORDERS - Call Arne 263-5950. 8 a.m. to 10 p.m.

Personalty Traits: He's got an excellent knowledge of teamwork and a good sense of sportsmanship. - The Observer

LOST/FOUND

TO WHOMSOEVER TOOK MY BOOKBAG (NOTES AND GLASSES) FROM THE BOOKSTORE FRIDAY MORNING - WOULD YOU AT LEAST TRY TO GET IT BACK TO ME BEFORE BREAK!
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The Observer, Notre Dame, located on the third floor of Lafortune Student Center, accepts classified advertising from 9 a.m. until 5 p.m. Monday through Friday. The Observer Notre Dame staff reserves the right to refuse advertising. For more information, call the NVA office at 239-6400. - The Observer

You Can Buy This Baby A Lifetime!

Support March of Dimes
By MIKE SULLIVAN  
Sports Editor

Earlier this week, Notre Dame baseball coach Larry Gallo was called into the trainer’s room in the ACC and was greeted by the sight of his star pitcher, Buster Lopes, sitting with his pitching hand in a cast. For Gallo, who has had to deal with numerous barriers such as the South Bend weather and lack of scholarships during his five years at the Irish helm, it just seemed like one more piece of bad news as he readies his team for a brutally tough road trip to Texas. Unable to play, he was the victim of a practical joke.

Unable to play, he was the victim of a practical joke. Fortunately for Gallo, though, it turned out that he was the victim of a practical joke.

The cast came off Lopes’ hand and Notre Dame’s chances for a successful break began to look much better again.

Gallo is well aware that he is going to need good performances from Lopes and, other key players if the Irish are to gain respect for their program during their southern swing, which features a March 17 matchup with Houston that will be televised live nationally by ESPN, and the remainder of their busy 55-game schedule.

“I don’t feel that this is the toughest schedule that a Notre Dame baseball team has played in a very long time,” says Gallo, who has compiled a 94-83-1 (.531) record in his first four years as head coach. “It’s really going to be a test. It’s been said that maybe we bit off more than we can chew, but that’s one of the recruiting tools I’ve got to use to get the talent to come here. It leis them know that they can get a good education and play a very good schedule.

“I don’t want the players to get their brains beaten in every game, but everybody wants to play against good competition.”

There is no mistaking the fact that the Irish will be playing some tough competition. One needs to look no farther than this weekend, when Notre Dame will have the unavoidable task of taking on two powerful Southwest Conference teams in Texas Christian and Houston. Both teams figure to be among the best teams in the nation and have the added advantage of being able to start their seasons early.

Meanwhile, the Irish have had to deal with the bad weather that has allowed them to use the entire Jake hưởng McCarty Field just one time this winter.

“Most of the team’s we’ll be playing already have 15-20 games,” explains Gallo. “Normally that puts us at a disadvantage, but at this point, we just need to play. The games we’ll play down there will all be against very good teams, so it won’t be easy.”

Notre Dame will not have the advantage of playing in front of their home fans, weaker teams and gaining some needed momentum before the trip will be tomorrow’s matchup with Detroit’s Wayne State. TCU has won 12 of its first 15 games and should give No. 1 Texas a run for the SWC title.

Sunday’s game with Houston may be the most important game of the trip, though, as the Irish try to show a television audience that Notre Dame has more than a football and basketball team.

The game being on ESPN is the perfect thing in the world for our program,” says Gallo. “I’d be able to say more if I had seen us play about 10 games, but I think if we get some good pitching, good defense, and hit a little bit, we can have a good showing. That would be a big boost to the program.”

After the Houston game, the Irish will continue to play with a series of games against some smaller, but still talented, schools. St. Mary’s, St. Edward’s, Shriner’s, Trinity and Texas Lutheran all will provide more than enough competition.

“We’re going to play to win every game,” says Gallo. “It’s unfortunate we have to play such tough competition before we get a chance to play well, but that’s the way it goes. They are playing very good teams to start because monument creates a tremendous amount of anxiety. The only thing left for us to do is actually play a game.”

“If we went 500, I would say it was a very successful trip, but just to have a chance to play in Houston would be a big plus for the program.”

Gallo’s approach toward the Texas trip is no different than his approach toward the rest of the season. He remains guardedly optimistic, always aware of the challenges against some of the Big Ten’s best teams and against the rest of the teams in the Midwestern Conference.

“The reason is simple. He realizes that the performance of his unproven players will have a major effect on the team’s success. A large percentage of Notre Dame’s home runs and runs batted in during last season were hit by Mark Metzler, Carl Vossos and some other players, so Gallo is counting on some untested players to come through.

“Don’t get me wrong, we have a tremendous amount of power, so we’re going to have to single some runs and drive them to death,” says Gallo. “We’re going to have to run runners up and take some chances. We’re going to have to make the trip unsuccessful.”

Senior captain Jack Moran is going to be one person who needs to produce. The second baseman has an on-base average of .256 and will be one of the few offensive players to start for four years. However, he must get some help if the Irish are to break even.

Veterans Tom Shields, Mike Trudlow, Rich Vanthour-Dempsey and Ken Alper have some effect on Irish success, as well as third baseman Rich Vanthour-Dempsey.

Casey

Associated Press

Designated hitter Willie Allen bunted a bunt-hope in the ninth inning of the breaking run, and the Boston Blue Jays took a 4-1 club record to 6-0 yesterday with a 2-1 victory over the Minnesota Twins.

Mitch Williams started the winning rally with one out in the ninth when he reached on a high hop in the field hit to short and moved to second on an error by Lenny Whitehead. Allen followed that bunt with a groвер under the head of Steve Lohman, andCasey took a 2, second, scoring Webster.

Jack Morris of the Blue Jays and Kent Hrbek of the Twins had the game against each other with two runners on and none out in the second inning.

In other games, Detroit won its sixth straight game, scoring another strong outing from Walt Terrell and five errors on St. Louis to beat the Cardinals. 5-9, and Tampa Bay dumped the Tigers in the off-season from the New York Mets. The Tigers now have lost since their opening game.

Just six games in four runs with a pitcher and a single, and the Boston Red Sox rallied for five runs in the eighth inning for a 9-7 victory over the Cincinnati Reds at Winter Haven. FL. The Red Sox regained the converted outfielder Scott Terry spoiled the 1985 playing debut of Cincinnati Manager Pete Rose, who had two hits as the Reds designated hitter.

West Beach, Fla., Terry Mulholland tripled home one run and scored another in the first inning and the Houston Astros won on a 3-1 victory over the Los Angeles Dodgers.

Mitch Williams started by allowing four runs to Los Angeles in the first inning, split, lost to the New York Mets, 2-1, at Kansas City, FL. Former Astro Ray Knight and Darryl Strawberry each drove in eight-inning runs to lift the Mets past the Dodgers, 5-1.

The first pitcher to score when spring break South could not have come at a better time, since the long run has been a very much more pleasant than usual.

Baseball's preseason warms up down South

Edgar Martinez, there with a bases-loaded triple in the first inning, lighted the Baltimore Orioles over the Texas Rangers, 5-2, at Miami. The Orioles' first inning run was scored after an error by Rangers second baseman Wayne Wayne.

In Tucson, Ariz., Bert Blyleven pitched five scoreless innings, and the Minnesota Twins scored five runs in the second inning for a 9-1 lead over the Oakland A's 13-5. Blyleven allowed only two hits, struck out two and walked none. Tony Nebra highlighted a four-run rally in the fifth inning with an HR triple.

Ben Ogilvie and Bobby Clark hit home runs to lead the Milwaukee Brewers to a 5-4 victory over the California Angels in San City, Ariz. The Brewers are ready to start next year and will open up. Nothing else is available that is obtainable for me. I still haven't said what's going to happen, but this has kept my juices running.

If all goes well for Casey, next year he will be able to start a much longer chapter for his autobiography.

The Irish will try to stop Smith both from scoring himself and from creating easy scoring opportunities for his teammates and the Tar Heel big man, as he did last night.

"I think Nick is going to come in here knowing that he can beat us," says Rivers, "but also understanding the fact that we can beat them too." With some strong play from the Irish, it could be the latter.

While the hitting is suspect, the pitching is not. Allen has pitched with a number of experienced hurlers already this year and has been the year's most valuable player with a 4-4 record and a 4.29 earned run average. His overall strikeout to walk ratio is 6.75, but he has plenty of experience helping to keep it at 2.75. Jay Lohman is 3-2, 7.12, Steve Powell (3-2, 6.74), Brad Cross (injured last season) and Del Peluso (3-0, 3.71). Newcomers Paul Mauk, Kevin Showers, and Jeff Effland (Florida) and John Bowen should help give the Irish a deep staff.

"Kenny Smith is really what makes the program," says Phelps. "There's no mistaking the fact that this year is going to be much more pleasant than usual.

Baseball's preseason warms up down South

Open at 11 a.m. for lunch
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Holmes’ fight could be the last of career

Associated Press

LAS VEGAS, Nev. — Larry Holmes, who also prefers living in the blue-collar city of Easton, Pa., to life in the fast lane, could cap an unbeaten career tonight in this heaven for high rollers. When Holmes fights David Bey in a 6,000-seat outdoor arena at the Riviera, it will be his 17th fight in this gambling oasis.

Holmes’ first Las Vegas fight was in a preliminary to Muhammad Ali’s successful title defense against Ron Lyle May 16, 1975, and he won the World Boxing Council heavyweight championship here June 5, 1978, on a 15-round split decision over Ken Norton.

Friday’s scheduled 15-round bout, which will be televised by HBO starting about 7:25 p.m. PST, will be Holmes’ second defense of the International Boxing Federation title. He relinquished the WBC championship in December 1983, rather than fight Greg Page, now with the smaller Middle Tennessee point guard James Johnson, who would collect $2 million. Bey’s purse is $250,000.

"We went to the tryouts to try to match (North Carolina) inside," said Stewart, "and to try to put some pressure on the two guards. I thought that was very effective. But later they made some adjustments."

"And something was definitely bothering the Tar Heels. The team that appeared last night against Middle Tennessee bore no resemblance to the squad that tied for first place in the Atlantic Coast Conference this season."

The Tar Heels struggled at the start, allowing the Blue Raiders to jump out to a seven-point lead at 19:12, mainly based on strong outside shooting by guard Kim Cooksey and Thompson, who led the Blue Raiders with 20 points. "Johnston was excellent stealing the ball," said Dean Smith, and of course Thompson shot very well.

"The huge Tar Heel front line chipped away at that lead, with Daugherty getting 11 points and six assists and the Blue Raiders missed a one-and-one with no time left on the clock in the first half, the Tar Heels found themselves tied at 51.

"When the second half began, North Carolina again worked the ball inside, but without committing so many turnovers."

"We just wanted to calm down a little," said Daugherty. "Take out time and use our size to our advantage. Once we did that, I thought things began to open up for us, and we began to click a little bit better."

The Blue Raiders really came to play. They might have been a little more motivated than we were earlier on, and they came out and hit some shots to get things going their way. But we realized it was a forty-minute game."

Six ten Tar Heel forward Joe Wolf scored 16 points in the second half, many on baseline jumpers, to help the Tar Heels pull away. And as the North Carolina lead grew, Martin added some shots to get things going their way. But we realized it was a forty-minute game."

"When we play a smaller team and win with 33 knockouts, we have such a great height advantage," said Stewart. "I just try to throw them off until they release the ball, and just try to get a hand up. That’s what I did most of the night."

With the score 56-51 and North Carolina pulling away, perhaps the most controversial play of the evening occurred. Getty Taylor Harris of Middle Tennessee knocked Tar Heel guard Steve Hale to the ground and he was attempting a layup. Hale landed hard on his side, and was later found to have a separated shoulder.

"They didn’t want to give Steve the layup," said Smith. "But I thought it was a bit of a cheap foul. I had to see the replay."

The game proceeded without incident from that point, and began to resemble the blowout it was expected to be. With the Blue Raiders scoring only six more points, North Carolina was able to build its 19-point victory margin with success at the foul line.

But all was not lost for Middle Tennessee.

"Our guys have nothing to be ashamed of," said Stewart. "At this time last year, we only had three players coming back who knew each other. And this year we’re sitting in an NCAA Tournament lockerroom. I think we really accomplished something."

And although the Blue Raiders did not win the game, most people would probably agree with Stewart’s evaluation of his surprising team.
The Observer

The independent student newspaper serving Notre Dame and Saint Mary's is accepting applications for the following positions:

Assistant Sports Editor (2)
Saint Mary's Sports Editor

Questions about these positions should be directed to Jeff Blum at the Observer office. Personal statements and resumes are due Friday, March 15, at 5 p.m.

Associated Press

NILES, Ohio - Quarterback Benoit Kosar, whose strong arm led the University of Miami to the 1984 national championship, said yesterday he would like to try professional football.

Kosar said he would make himself available for the National Football League's April 30 draft and that he would like to play for the Cleveland Browns in his native Ohio.

"I followed the whole season, the whole life," Kosar said at a news conference. "That would be the ideal situation.

"But the Browns, however, would have to improve their draft position to get Kosar. As of now, they have the seventh selection.

The Buffalo Bills, with the first pick in next week's NFL draft, already have made Bruce Smith of Virginia Tech their No. 1 choice. The Houston Oilers have the second pick.

In Phoenix, Ariz., where the NFL's training camps are being held this week, sources said the Browns had made an offer to acquire Houston's first-round pick.

Kosar said he currently has an 18-hour credit load, meaning he would need to complete six credit hours this summer to graduate. He said he could complete his studies by the end of June in time for NFL summer training camps.

Kosar, whose family lives in nearby Boardman, Ohio, said he had no agent but believed he was worth as much as much as another college quarterback, Doug Flutie.

The Heisman Trophy winner from Boston College signed a five-year, $1.6 million contract with the Philadelphia Eagles of the National Football League worth a reported $5 million to $8 million.

"From what I hear from a lot of people, that's about what I've heard," Kosar said. "That's what I think I'll be an individual thing with the team.

Kosar said he had made no decision on whether to consider a USFL offer.

"I don't know if he's worth $5 million," Kosar said. ""I don't know how much I'm going to get.

"I think I'm going to have a really good contract," he said. "I feel that I'm not going to have a good contract. I feel that's the best way to take advantage of the opportunities the NFL presents me now.

Miami Coach Jimmy Johnson said he wasn't the type of person to turn pro earlier yesterday.

"All I can say is we at the University of Miami want the very best for him, and we wish him well," Johnson said.
The Observer

Exciting 59-58 game

Auburn holds on to beat Purdue

By PHIL WOLF
Assistant Sports Editor

Freshman Chris Morris looked like a game changer when he scored 19 points, including the winning free throw, to help lift the Auburn Tigers to the 59-58, in the first round of the NCAA Southeast Regional Tournament at the ACC.

Missouri ran wild against the Boilermakers, and joined with teammate Chuck Person in a scoring barrage that Missouri could not overcome. Person, a 6-8 junior forward, pumped in 20 points and grabbed down eight rebounds for 15 points.

The Boilermakers never led in the game, but played scared, "said Brown. "But in the end. We found that there is no substitute for scoring, and Larry Brown hit the big shots.

Malcolm Sherrard was called for the foul. "As quick as they shut the clock down, we had to stop them on the offensive end. Everytime we'd cut it to three or one, they would come back down and answer, and we could never get the lead.

It was a good thing for the Tigers that their offense was able to get points because their defense was not capable of stopping the Purdue attack. Reid scored all but four of his 18 points in the first half, but when the Tigers went to a box-and-one defense, Lewis came through with 19 points in the second half.

Bucklock pitched in with 15 points and grabbed 10 boards for the winning cause, and Robert Littlejohn added nine rebounds and eight points on three of three from shooting from the field and two for two from the line.

"We weren't playing that bad offensively," Reid pointed out. "We were getting the shots we wanted and hitting them with a pretty good percentage. We just couldn't get them stopped down on our defensive end. Everytime we'd cut it to three or one, they would come back down and answer, and we could never get the lead.

As we came out of the locker room, suddenly started to come to life. The Jayhawks went on an 18-7 run, which prevented them from going into the half with a lead.

In the first half, 64 was icing on the cake as the Irish capitalized on Kansas' early slugging, which prevented them from scoring.

"In the first half, I thought we were a couple of up-defense up defenses," Keedy explained. "And Person hit a couple shots from the top of the circle from that carried them in. That really got them over the hump.

"We were never really in it," Keedy continued, "and they continued to hit the shots they wanted. It probably would have been a shame if they would have lasted.

Slow 49-38 contest

Kansas down Ohio in first round

By LARRY BURKE
Sports Writer

Ohio coach Danny Nee had his Boilermakers down by two points late in the first half in yesterday's first-round contest. However, Ohio was always in the lead. "If we had been able to take the lead, then maybe we would have lost it," Keedy said. "But in the end. We found that there is no substitute for scoring, and Larry Brown hit the big shots.

"The Boilermakers cam e with an amazing game against Kansas, and, for a while, it looked as if Nee's game plan might work. But in the end. We found that there is no substitute for scoring, and Larry Brown hit the big shots.

"Our game plan," explained Nee, "was to come out and make a 40- minute game and make it a 25-minute game, where we come down the clock, no matter what defense they use, and attack the basket and play our game.

The Bobcats' game was defense, and they played well for most of yesterday's contest. Ohio held Kansas to 17 first half points, even though the Jayhawks were shooting 76 percent from the field. The key to the Jayhawks' defense was not to give them enough rebounds to make 13-5 edge at intermission. The Bobcats' only problem was cold shooting, "said Keedy. "But when they capitalized on Kansas' early slugging, they either gave up 15 points in the first half, and hit 35 percent of their shots for the afternoon.

"There was a big thing that we had to do to come out of this game, but at certain times during the game, we couldn't," said Nee. "Then I think Kansas's spurt 2s over, and that was the difference in the game.

In the first half, Ohio was successful at shutting down the Jayhawks' potent transition game, mainly because the Bobcats accomplished the impossible task of preventing all three of Kansas' front line players, 6-4 Ron Kellogg, 6-11 Danny Manning, and 6-9 Greg Dreiling, from grabbing even one rebound.

The Bobcats came out of the locker room for the second half trailing by just three points, and tied to the game at 20 with 17 minutes remaining on a driving layup for forward Vic Alexander, a regular Bobcat who started, who deplored a knee injury, came off the bench to play 32 solid minutes and at that point, Kansas, which never trailed in the game, suddenly started to come to life. The Jayhawks went on an 18-3 spurt over the next 11 minutes to take a 38-27 lead.

The key play occurred with 10 minutes left, when, with Kansas leading, 25-20, Manning made a sensational save on a ball out of bounds and fed teammate Calvin Thompson for a 3-pointer that put the Jayhawks up by seven and forced Nee to call a timeout.

"If we had been able to take the lead, then maybe we would have lost it," Keedy said. "But in the end. We found that there is no substitute for scoring, and Larry Brown hit the big shots.

"The Boilermakers cam e with an amazing game against Kansas, and, for a while, it looked as if Nee's game plan might work. But in the end. We found that there is no substitute for scoring, and Larry Brown hit the big shots.

"As quick as they shut the clock down, we had to stop them on the offensive end. Everytime we'd cut it to three or one, they would come back down and answer, and we could never get the lead.

The Boilermakers cam e with an amazing game against Kansas, and, for a while, it looked as if Nee's game plan might work. But in the end. We found that there is no substitute for scoring, and Larry Brown hit the big shots.

In the end. We found that there is no substitute for scoring, and Larry Brown hit the big shots.

"As quick as they shut the clock down, we had to stop them on the offensive end. Everytime we'd cut it to three or one, they would come back down and answer, and we could never get the lead.

The Boilermakers cam e with an amazing game against Kansas, and, for a while, it looked as if Nee's game plan might work. But in the end. We found that there is no substitute for scoring, and Larry Brown hit the big shots.
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Doonesbury

Garry Trudeau
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YOU'LL LOVE IT AT FT. METHUSELAH, IT'S A SUNNON PLACE!

I KNOW THAT'S WHAT THEY TOLD ME AT THE TRAVEL AGENCY, WHAT'S GOING ON THIS WEEK?

THEY'RE IN LUCKY! THEY START THE FISHING DERBY AND THEN THE NEXT DAY THE CHICKEN TOURNAMENT SPORTS!

The Far Side

The Daily Crossword

Bloom County

Berke Breathed

The The Under­ground
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Your Student Activities Board (The leader in entertainment) is still working...

Yet to come:

More Movies...

"The Cotton Club"
"Gone With The Wind"
"Footloose"
"Bachelor Party"

AnTostal Festivities

The Collegiate Jazz Festival

The ND Student Activities Board is now accepting applications for the '85-'86 school year for the positions of...

STUDENT MANAGERS

of DARBY'S PLACE

ROCK DU LAC RECORDS

THE UNDERGROUND

STUDENT SAVER

Applications available in the SAB Office - 2nd Floor LaFortune

Deadline: Thursday, March 28th - Interviews begin March 28th
**Sports**

**Notre Dame wins, prepares for North Carolina**

David Rivers puts on a show to lift Irish over Oregon State, 79-70, in first round.

By JEFF BLUMER

Sports Writer

For seven minutes last night, the ACC was host to Late Night with David Rivers, as Notre Dame’s Irishman took over the game to its final moments and led the Irish to a 79-70 win over Oregon State. Notre Dame now advances to the second round of the NCAA Tournament, facing the Tar Heels of North Carolina tomorrow at 2:15 p.m. in the ACC (CBS TV).

Following a Notre Dame timeout with 9:02 remaining, at which time the Irish were closing to a 54-54 lead, Rivers began to dominate the contest. Doing many of the things which made him co-MVP with Ken Barlow, the freshman racked up 10 of his team-leading 21 points in the game’s final seven minutes.

“Coach Phelps gave him the green light and Tim Kempton made the picks for him,” said Oregon State’s coach Norm Johnson. “We allowed him to have the ball too long, and he created opportunities for himself. We expected a good game from him, but it was really434

That’s my job in the final minutes - just play and not have turnovers,” Rivers said. “I was supposed to control and take good, selective shots.”

Price’s opportunity to hurt the Irish came early, as he scored a basket with eight seconds remaining. He was stopped in the inside, but hit a free throw to give the Irish a 7-7 lead.

“Coach Phelps gave him the green light and Tim Kempton made the picks for him,” said Oregon State’s coach Norm Johnson. “We allowed him to have the ball too long, and he created opportunities for himself. We expected a good game from him, but it was really434

That’s my job in the final minutes - just play and not have turnovers,” Rivers said. “I was supposed to control and take good, selective shots.”

Price’s opportunity to hurt the Irish came early, as he scored a basket with eight seconds remaining. He was stopped in the inside, but hit a free throw to give the Irish a 7-7 lead.

**Tar Heels struggle, but then blowout MTSU**

By ERIC SCHEUERMANN

Sports Writer

If anyone was planning on missing any of yesterday’s four NCAA Tournament games at the ACC, the evening game pitting North Carolina against Middle Tennessee State was supposed to be the one to choose, needless to say, most everyone in attendance was genuinely surprised by these developments, but that didn’t stop anybody from choosing sides.

When North Carolina head coach Don Evans saw his team lose 79-70 in its first round NCAA Tournament game last night, a very interesting game was set for tomorrow, when the Fighting Irish and the Tar Heels will meet for the right to advance to the ACC’s regional finals of the tournament.

The last time the two teams met was on March 17, 1977, when North Carolina upset the Irish in another NCAA tourney game by a score of 79-77. Head coaches Digger Phelps and Dean Smith are 1-1 against each other, as the Irish bested the Tar Heels in an NIT semifinal last year.

The Tar Heels will enter the game with four players standing 6-10 or taller. These inside forces will prove to be a strong defensive team inside, will be necessary.

“(To beat North Carolina) I think Hale means so much to our team defensively,” said Smith. “All year long he’s been guarding the other team’s toughest man, and he’s a great foul shooter. We’re disappointed Steve can’t be with us. It definitely hurts our chances.”

Although North Carolina isn’t winning with Hale on the floor, the Irish in their familiar ACC arena.

“Hale means so much to our team defensively,” said Smith. “All year long he’s been guarding the other team’s toughest man, and he’s a great foul shooter. We’re disappointed Steve can’t be with us. It definitely hurts our chances.”

Although North Carolina isn’t winning with Hale on the floor, the Irish in their familiar ACC arena.

**Volunteer assistant coach Don Casey moves on**

By ERIC SCHEUERMANN

Sports Writer

When North Carolina head coach Don Evans saw his team lose 79-70 in its first round NCAA Tournament game last night, a very interesting game was set for tomorrow, when the Fighting Irish and the Tar Heels will meet for the right to advance to the ACC’s regional finals of the tournament.

The last time the two teams met was on March 17, 1977, when North Carolina upset the Irish in another NCAA tourney game by a score of 79-77. Head coaches Digger Phelps and Dean Smith are 1-1 against each other, as the Irish bested the Tar Heels in an NIT semifinal last year.

The Tar Heels will enter the game with four players standing 6-10 or taller. These inside forces will proved to be a strong defensive team inside, will be necessary.

“Hale means so much to our team defensively,” said Smith. “All year long he’s been guarding the other team’s toughest man, and he’s a great foul shooter. We’re disappointed Steve can’t be with us. It definitely hurts our chances.”

Although North Carolina isn’t winning with Hale on the floor, the Irish in their familiar ACC arena.

“Hale means so much to our team defensively,” said Smith. “All year long he’s been guarding the other team’s toughest man, and he’s a great foul shooter. We’re disappointed Steve can’t be with us. It definitely hurts our chances.”

Although North Carolina isn’t winning with Hale on the floor, the Irish in their familiar ACC arena.

**Two top guards meet in classic matchup when Notre Dame and UNC collide in ACC**

By JEFF BLUMER

Sports Writer

If Notre Dame volunteer assis­
tant basketball coach Don Casey ever writes an autobiography, his chapter on Notre Dame’s basketball assistant coaches should be titled "Just did’n’t work out." After three months the owner was telling me to leave three teams ago.

“Being with Digger (Phelps) and at Notre Dame will help other col­
tages take note,” commented Casey. “The name and the visibility are great. I’d have a good experience by being here. I left a team that needed to get redressed with the college game, something he left three teams ago.”

With Casey back in San Diego, Phelps asked his old friend to come out to Notre Dame as a volunteer assistant. And although Casey had to leave his family back in California, it was the worst thing that could happen to him. I told my family to come to South Bend.

“If I had to leave other places to go, but Digger was the first to ap­

When Casey was in San Diego, Phelps asked his old friend to come out to Notre Dame as a volunteer assistant. And although Casey had to leave his family back in California, it was the worst thing that could happen to him. I told my family to come to South Bend.

“If I had to leave other places to go, but Digger was the first to ap­

After Casey joined the Irish coaching staff January 11, and his stint at Notre Dame ended as the Irish downed Oregon State, 79-70, in a first-round NCAA Tournament game, the junior will attempt to do a job defensively for us, and he did.

“Coach Phelps gave him the green light and Tim Kempton made the picks for him,” said Oregon State’s coach Norm Johnson. “We allowed him to have the ball too long, and he created opportunities for himself. We expected a good game from him, but it was really

That’s my job in the final minutes - just play and not have turnovers,” Rivers said. “I was supposed to control and take good, selective shots.”

Price’s opportunity to hurt the Irish came early, as he scored a basket with eight seconds remaining. He was stopped in the inside, but hit a free throw to give the Irish a 7-7 lead.

“Coach Phelps gave him the green light and Tim Kempton made the picks for him,” said Oregon State’s coach Norm Johnson. “We allowed him to have the ball too long, and he created opportunities for himself. We expected a good game from him, but it was really

That’s my job in the final minutes - just play and not have turnovers,” Rivers said. “I was supposed to control and take good, selective shots.”
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